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Monthly Packet of Evening Readings for Younger Members of the 
Church of England (1851-1899) 
 
The Monthly Packet of Evening Readings for Younger Members of the Church 
of England was launched as a religious monthly in January 1851 with a 
professed aim to assist girls between the age 15 and 25 ‘to bring your 
religious principles to bear upon your daily life’.  It addressed the issue of 
girlhood in such a way as to sympathize with the potential conflict between 
duty and desire but also to reinforce the need for traditional hierarchies like 
the family and the church. From the outset Charlotte M. Yonge* was the 
Editor,* and she regularly contributed fiction,* editorials* and book reviews.*  
Regular features included cameos from English history, conversations on the 
Catechism, non-fiction generally excerpted* from other sources, and a variety 
of fiction,* either part of a serial* or standalone.  
Initially priced at 6d per issue, its price rose to 8d in 1857. In 1866, at 
the beginning of the second of the four series of the journal, the word 
‘Younger’ was removed from the title of the magazine, suggesting that it was 
not solely girls who were reading the magazine, but mothers as well. At this 
date too, the size of its pages were enlarged and the price increased to a 
shilling. Publishers included John and Charles Mozley and J H Parker among 
others for over 20 years, until 1874 when Walter Smith replaced Parker, and 
worked with Mozley for five years when Mozley died, leaving Walter Smith the 
sole publisher until 1887, when he was joined by Innes. Smith withdrew in 
1891.  
Yonge continued to edit the magazine with success, regularly 
serializing her own novels and also including contributions by people like 
Elizabeth M. Sewell and later Christabel Coleridge. By the 1890s, however, 
the magazine’s popularity was waning, in part because the increasing 
secularization of England meant that the magazine’s High Anglican rhetoric 
was no longer as appealing. Yonge accepted that the magazine was losing 
readers, noting that competitors* like Atalanta* were supplanting it. Its final 
years were marked by an increasing tension between attempts at 
modernization and those readers who wished the ‘dear old Packet’ to stay the 
same. In 1891, Arthur D. Innes became its sole and final publisher, and 
Yonge accepted Christabel Coleridge as a co-editor. Changes followed, 
including an increased focus on women and work. In a further attempt to 
modernize the magazine, Innes forced Yonge to resign except as a 
contributor in 1894, and he and Coleridge acted as co-editors until the final 
issue in June 1899. Although there was some talk of reviving the magazine at 
a cheaper price, nothing came of it, probably because of Innes’s financial 
difficulties. KLM  
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